TIrc theoretical linits to vaiation in the organizational and interactional premises of family systems are investigated. A formal logic is.applied to tJrc-'elementary requiieients of hrunan systems in the abstract, independent-of empiical issuis. This teads b tlrc conclusion that, with reasonable restrictions on'tlrc dontain of application, only a finite seies of fundamentally distinct family paradigms are psts;6t.. Beyond-the four uaiants previously recognized (closed" 'randoh, open, and synclronous), ai additional regime, representing a syntlt.sis of "open" ind "syncironous" systems,,is hypothesize-d as necessary and nfficient to close the seies and account for alt possible mechanisms of regulation' Some characteistic features of tltk fonn of systemic organization and operation have been deived.
instrumentation features or, as Broderick (1936) has suggested, possible artifacts of the dual dichotomies and other conceptual crutches family theorists are predisposed to use.
Although it resembles some of these otier theoretical models and may, in some cases, be isomorphic to them with respect to certain features, the paradigmatic framework differJ in that it rests on a derivation from lust principles. The family typology that comprises the definitive feature of this framework does not reflect slitistic'ally revealed common factors in particular data sets or represent the characteristics of particular measuring devices or techniques. Rattrer, its taxons represent attempts to derive the fundamental variants in t-he functioning of families considered in the abstract as regulated human systems.
A family typology may be regarded as merely a conceptual device, a classification of ways of thinking about families, or as a statement about some realiry of empirical variation in actual families. The paradigmatic framework partakes of both these viervs. The typology elaborated here is considered to be a wav of organizing our tlrcoretical understanding about entpiical variation in the ways families can and do organize themselves. Although this typology is thus at least one level of analysis removed from assumptions about what is observed or measured regarding particular families, it squares well with other empirically-based models (Constantine, 1983) and has proved its heuristic validiry in clinical practice (Constantine, L984; Constantine and Israel, 1985; Constantine, 1986b; Constantine,1987; Nugent and Constantine, 1988) . However, a theory claiming elementary foundations faces burdens not usually placed upon empirically-based models.
It may not be very difficult to formulate or discover 'nerv' family rypes. The paradigmatic framework recognizes that the number of possible variations on basic paradigmatic themes is infinite. The difficulty arises in ssl3ilishing whether any newly observed or postulated family "fype" introduces fundamentally uew features or merely recombinations of the facets of established forms.
The paradigmatic framework as previously developed recognizes four basic forms of family organization referred to as closed, random, open, and sJnchronous. Like primary colors, these basic patterns can be mixed and matched in varring proportions and in varying patterns to yield the kaleidescope of obsen'able variation in family organization and process. Do these four paradiems cover the entire spectrum, or are there other "primary colors" of family?
Oi$ns of tlrc Typological Problent
The typology of the paradigmatic framework originated in Kantor and Lehr's work, essentially a "grounded theory" rypology, derived inductively and somewhat indirectly from participant-observation field research (Kantor and Lehr, 1975) . Kantor and Lehr took a major step in hypothesizing underlying mechanisms that might account for apparent differences in observed interactive style. Their explanation of typological variation may be viewed as comprising two main components, one having to do with the regulatory mechanisms or structures that maintain consistent patterns of interaction in a family, the other concerned with the point of reference or overall guidance influencing the pattern, what Sluzki (1983) referred to as the family world vierv.
Kantor and Lehr concluded that families operated as if they rvere guided by overarching family ideals or values (Kluckholn, 1958) , referred to as "core purposes" or "typal goals," these ideals serving as points of reference for the family's collective activity and responses to the environment. Families were modeled as being regulated by interpersonal feedback loops that generated constancy or variery in process. empirical derivation aside, Kantor and Lehr's $po-logy can be recreated as variation in the dominant mechanisms regulating interpersonal process. Thus, closed type familiesmaintain their core putposJ of 'siability through tradition" by a predominance.of "constancy loops"; random type families implement their core purpose of "exploration through intuitibn'; via an excess of "variety loops"; and open-type-families realize their .o." iurpor" of "adaptation through consensus" by way of a rich admixture of constancy and variety loops.
The point of departure from Kantor and Lehr's formulation that leads to the paradigmalic framework is the question whether the regulating feedback mechanisms ptopoia by Kantor and Lehr exhaust the theoretical possibilities, Thg analysis begins ivitti a" esiential, definitive feature of systems: a system exhibits coherent behavior (patterned performance) as a system, that is, redrlndancies by which it becomes i-ecognizable as a system. In other words, organi"ed behavior is an emergent property at th-e level of the-system as the unit of analysis. Such collective behavior must be accounted for by some actual mechanism(s) of coordination. If we exclude the possibfity that colerent behavior arises "magically," whether by genuine statistical chance ir by exiaphysical explanation, then we are forced to look to the component elements of the system ind the interrelationships or iaterconnections among them for explanation. This is what Kantor and Lehr did in developing the notion of constancy and variety loops (negative, or deviation attenuating, and positive, or deviation amplifying, feedback) as iccouiting for "stereotypically" closed, random, and open faqily process'-Th" question of whether there are other "basic types" can thus be-translated into rvhether ioherent collective behavior in some human system can be coordinated by any mechanism other than interpersonal communication feedback (either deviation attenuating, deviation ampli$ing, or an admixture).
The answer is affirmative, in principle. The "components" of human systems are themselves complex information processing systems some of whose behavior may be more or less "programmed" in advance, whether by learning or by genetic or other more or less predetermining processes. Coherent collective behavior can arise and be sustained if there is sufficient similarity in this i-nternal programming of the human "components," enough that communication in the sense of actual interpersonal transfer of infbrmation is obviated. Trvo or more people who knorv the same things and look at a situation in the same way need not communicate rvith each other to effect a coorclinated response. Thus the concept of the "synchronous" system was devised (Constantine , L917; 1980; Constantine and Israel, 1985) . Such a system is based on what in general systems theory is knorvn as "channelless communication," the mathematical basis of which was worked out by Conant (1979) .
The addition of the synchronous system to Kantor and Lehr's typology opened up many theoretical possibilities, including an integration of more or less autonomous models within Kantor and Lehr's formulation as well as linkages with a variety of other theoretical models of individual, interpersonal, and systemic process. The heuristic validity of the construct has been supported through clinical experience in family therapy (Constantine and Israel, 1985) and through psychometric developments (Constantine, Guise, and Okun, 1988) .
The original theoretical extensions to the mechanisms postulated by Kantor and Lehr established that at least one additiottal distinctive mode of regulation in families (or other human systems) was trccessot),. The implied characteristics of the added fourth paradigm were derived, along rvith the implications this carried for clinical practice and for fnkages with other theoretical models. The question of whether the total of four Family Science Review = distinctive modes of regulation was sufficient to cover all possibilities did not yield to initial attempts at analysis. This question remains an essential sng wilhin the theory, however. Do the closed, random, open, and synchronous regimes exhaust the universe of all possible bases for systemic regulation of collective processes in human systems? Although this may seem to be an obscure technical issue, it could be of central importance to th; family field, for it addresses the fundamental limits of organization in family systems, the possible range of variation in families over and above what may be observable in particular samples from certain cultures within a given historical period as viewed through the variables of particular measurement instruments. It asks: How many'kinds" of family are possible?
Basic definitions
A paradign is a model and a worldview defining what a system is, can be, and ought to be in its approach to problems and its interrelationships with its environment. A regime is a set of mechanisms regulating process within a system. Process refers to actual behavior or i:rteraction within a system. Pattern in process, that is, coordinated collective behavior, emerges from the systemic regime, which is guided by or organized around a paradigm.
A paradigm is manifest in the priorities established regarding basic dualities or opposing tendancies of family-living or,group process. A ctosed paridigm is one giving priority to continuify and stability and to the group over rhe inaiviaual e ,aido,i paradigm is the antithesis, favoriug change over contiruig and placing the individual above the groyp. ln-open,.paradigm synthesizes these values, iniegratftg stability and change in service of adaptability and integrating the needs and intereits of individual and group. in consensual process. A synchronous paradigm is the antithesis of an open par.adiqm' favoringharm-ony.and tranqrril agreement over adaptive process, relying on underlying unanimity of mind to eliminate the possibiliry bf differences betieen individual and group.
.The diqlectical progression is a logical sequence defined by thesis, antithesis, synthesis. It is open-ended because the results of synthesis may be regarded as a new thesis, hence a new stage for dialecticrl progression. The dialectical frogression may be thought of as a logical-conceptual device that generates construcrs o. fJ.-r that ar; maximally distinct from each other in that thesis and antithesis are. of course. antithetical, andsynthesjs introduces emergent features at a new logical level. This lasi point is essential, that formatio-n 9f a logical synthesis is not the iu-e u, crearing an admixture orstriking a dynamic balance between opposing tendencies. Unlike a mliure or balance, which does not create new features but only co-bines existing ones, synthesis introduces fundamentally new features and,propertiei. An open family-is noi "half way between" closed and random operation, but has unique aspecti not found in either closei or random regimes. Thus, the dialectical progression generates a series of unique logical "terms" or constructs that are fundamentally distinct.
Feedback conuntmication is communicatiou that is circularly organized among components of a system and that serves to regulate interaction with-in the system: Deviatiort .atterurctirtg or negative feedback, reduces variabiliry and departut" froreference behaviors. Deviation.antplifltirlg or positive feedback, increases variabiiity and departures from reference behaviors. Consintaneity refers to essential ugr..rn"nt o, unanimity of mind. A system may function consentiently, acting harmoniousi,v with unity of purpose, rvithout relying on feedback communication, pr6uid"d there is sufficieni consentaneity among members. 
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Within the paradigmatic framework, the four paradigms/regimes are not modeled as arbitr;;y and isolate[ "types' but as a systematically interrelated set of constructs that mav be derived Uy fo.*uii"gi*f analysis.
Their denning features can be developed ffifirtt';y ;rtd";g ttem to be dialectically related, as..if the "t1pes" were members of a series "g"i&;a;
by applyrng a dialectic "operator" or "g€ne.ratot".j|1t ;;;;;;;,-tu"."rsiu"ti,--;A;;ii'
;''untit^tt6titl" ,"synthesis"' ind "antisynthesis"' (This extended sequence u.'u *ilolt has sometimes be'en referred to as a "metadialectic")'
Questions regarding the set of all'typ-es" o[ systemic organiza-tion can be reframed u, quJ.iio". ."gur?iof,t" i"r*.
"f this dialectical-p.ogresslon. Is the series finite or L"frii,"'.i"JJ:;4"";
;""-""a"af If closed-endid, is me synchronous construct the final ,'term" of the serilsi'ff ""i ii some other paradigm the "'r]fimate" term? If there are additional, funaai"e"tuff'-difi"ilg tegi-ei, can-their. salient characteristics be derived from known t;;;;;{ Ot *""tn"y-!"y""{ comprehension, either logically or ;;;;;tg,;;Auilv, tnut f;tu;;"-"ttally. or'within the constraints or limitations of our own currenr puruorgruii*tty rnupga tnhtingf Does the sequence "close" cyclically.on irself becaus" ut .o-l'-il"d"-"pi,U""tion oF the metadialectic generates an existing member of the seque"."i "O. d^oes the sequence terminate because application of the metadialectic operito. becomes illogical oi otherwise impossible?
ANALYS$
A Set-Tlrcoretic Hontologte when a mathematical or scientific problem provgs-too difficult to handle, we look for an easier problem;;;;G ft. io'"*pto.e tle dialectical progression' let us begin iJJr-ri*itt'g f*,n-" r"J p.;;l-";.":i-pl,"t,isomorphic transformation' We will use the set operators "t "o-pi.rn"nt (-) *d^ *ioo oi "loio" (u ) as replacements for antithesis and synthesis 'in" opJtutor, 6 is a state:dependent fu5rction, repeated application of which g"*tut". tnJ series s4o s1r ... s,. defined below; 6J (x) represents i=0, O?(s) = 6 ( O,yields the empty set) . i=1, 61isi. = s (6r-is the identity operation)-i=i|,q,..''.(:C.l= t; = -t;-r (the complement of set s;-1) i=3,5,... o'(s) -Si = si-,lUsi-2 = -S.'rUS = lJi%t""";3ed to represent the "universal" set)
If we start lyith an arbitrary set, A, rve find:
we may think of A7, A2,A3, and l\4 as representing "thesis, antithesis, sl"nthesis' antisy"tles# i" irtit timileo,'set-itteoretic-sense, that is, A' -A' p ' and4 '
6( 6(6(x))):
for for for for Family Science Rwiew
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This "warm-up exercise" establishes that the sequence of "set-theoretic diale^ctics" is closed on itself and includes only the four sets, A7 througlr A.1, because after 6", the value alternates between $ and U.
A Metadialectic Analvsis
Now, let us define a metadialectic operator similarlv. Let the metadialectic operator on the domain.of "system organizati^on" be represented by 7(read as "del") and the ith application by V'. Let the specific unary operator for antithesis be represented by r, and the binary operator for synthesis by o. Let us define Q , 'uonsystem," as "any arrangement of elements not exhibiting coherent collective behavior except by chance." The primitives are interrelated: So0 = S for all S, msaning that the synthesis of any something with nothi"g is just that something; 0 and oare thus isomorphic to 0 andu for sets.
The dialectic operation "antithesize" is subtler than the correspouding set operator in that it implies "opposite" rather than simple "complemeut' or'inrcrsion.' Thus, the antithesis (opposite) of praise is criticism not non-praise. Tbe dialectic and set-theoretic operators are only equivalent when it comes to U and i (the unirrcrsal and empty sets) and Q and 0 (rvhich are here used to designate the universal and nul.l systems, respectively), since the "opposite" (antithesis) of 'everything' is'nothing' Similarly, the dialectic transformation "synthesize" is more than simple sct union, since synthesis is non-linear, combining elements of the thesis and anrithesis in norcl \tr'avs to produce a new, more complex system with emergent properties. ThuC in geaerat rSoS (the synthesis of a regime with its own antithesis) is not equivalent to i (a 'rrnivg154l" system, that is, "everything") for i=0, V9(.) = (,,non-system',) for i=1, V.'(s) = s (V; is the identity operation) for \=2,4,... Vl(t) = s; = is,.-1 (antithesis of sptem s,--1) for i=3,5,... V'(s) = s; = s;_7os;_2 =1s;-2o s;-2
If the metadialectic is applied ,o dt" 6s6ain of regimes, that is, internal regulation of coherent collective process (regulation of the system qua sJrstcn by tle system): R0 = Q (no svstemic regulation, i.e., statistically random non-system) R, = attenuatins feedback communication Ri = at"plifyingffeedback communication R3 = attenuating and amplifying feedback ge66nni63[sa What remains to regulate collective process if it involves ncithcr attenuating nor amplifying feedback communication among components (mcmbcrs)? (The antithesis of "both" is "neither.") If communication is not the basis of sooi.linetisq t-hen the system must depend on commonaliry in the internal progam6iag of components (that is, shared constructs among members). R4 = commonality of internal programs, (conscntaneir,v, .e RegimesR,throughR,arethefamiliarclosed,randoqr,lPen,andsynchronous resimes.-The fi?st poss-ible iew term is term five' R5 = vJ(Ri' that is' R''o Rr' the ,"ii*e rhat is the synthesis of open uoa ,yoJlroiou.] ft is nof i'a'd to see-froil the ab-ove that:
R5=utt",'uatingandamplifyingfeedbackwithprogramcommonality. ItmustberememberedthatthisisnotmerelysoTeadditivecombinationofthese resulatory mechanisms, but a synthesis (*t"utiy a,syntlesis of an "antisvnthesis'' with a svithesis'of a rhesis ;J;; u.,iitn"rir;.'ft.il^ift"lt-apoint of.this domain' R5 is' in some sense, a r.na of ,ioj# ;;il;,;;;hia;;ih ";mmunicational and prograimmed regulation assume .equal impoitaoce.in some complex admixtlre. The continuing dialectical p.ogr"rrro,,'frfi;gil;tn * op"",t"g-" a1-11-1sis is: communication'
.rii """ri^tv (Zonsent aneiry), Jommunication and co m m onabry' TherequirementsforR6can,therefore,alsobederived.-Astheantithesisofthe ,,universal regirne,,, *ui;";;f."* must exhibit coherent collective behavior without retvins on eirher t#r;;i;;j;;;;;"tion or intrapersonal constructs, which exhauits the domain ""ii#*y;;*i"l-t9p"fl mechanismi, since, for the mechanism to be in the system, ; ;;;t #;fther'within iis components.or among them' (This is tautologically true: to f" i" 1rr" system something must either be in the system qua system or in its subsYstems') ItcanbearguedthatasysteFiwolvingcomponents:unongwhichthereisno communication or i; ;;io; u'oO tUut nu""l? ov".i.p in.internallrogramming is-the prototypical "non-system," or "heap,".as.general sYstems theorists say' Such a system does fulfill u ,"quo"--"ii ii n" oiiginat-uaified ftocess theory, ;ocreasing negentropy of "hiq,her order" .yt'i"-',"i"'i*f' 6l coherent behavior of any duration' such purety chanc-e coordination t;;;;;t (i.rroug! ""iinr"tit"tvl improbaule' In a sense' it is a sysrem in which *" ". -"r""-n^""i,i9 "I1n "*hi"g-h io-*o" and having nothing to it"iiif "*n oirt"t, uttla*tu'y^funition in a coordinated manner' R6 is thus Q, a non-system, a-regime that merely happens to exhibit coherent behavi6r. Regarding:tJri;; What happens, in any case, when we apply V to R6' gene-rating'th"'-t-Th'.:t::'^"f^li ( CI. a uuiversal ty,;;;";i;;tftnut t"gulution; u"a 'Q? -what hanpens It we aoo isvnthesize, incorporate) the element oi.U"til"lfJ"tinto the re-gulation of any system? it-cannot add anytrrifiilr.""; ;;;;;;;;il";;;; oeue. e*.lided from the analvsis'
Nor would it be reasonable or pracrrcal t"-J"1..-tConsider' for example, a closed system defined i" t#;;;t."1'" *n"i" .JU".ti"" *ilerent behavior was regulated by deviation attenuarmg feedback but.nor ";;t chance coordination of behavior' In oractice such an """li.i;;;;iia u" i.por.i;i;"J;uld eliminate all real-world closed ieeimes from consideration') Therefore, R7 = R5 = P(universal regime)' 289 Family Science Rwiew Generalizing, Rs*i = 0 for i=0,2,4,... and Ri*i = 0forj=1,3,5,...
It is clear, then, that regulation by "chance alone" cannot add another paradigm or regime.
Consideration of extrasystemic regtlation
It is easier to restrict attention to regims5 regulated by mechanisms within the system, but it may be worthwhile to consider extendi.g the domain of the theory to external regulation. This wouid allow for extrasystemic regulatory mechanisms, such as, by communication between an element outside the system and elements of the system, but not between components of the system themselves.
Corrtrtttuication front art extental reference source. This comprises one form of "channelless communication," indeed, precisely the one Conant (1979) analyzed in developing the concept. Communication from an external cootrol reference substitutes for commonality of programming to yield the same effect as if there rvere direct, component-to-component transfer of information" Such a regime *'ould behave like a synchronous regime, that is, coordinated without communication ber*'een components. Communication to an ertennl reference components of a system transmit information receive information from it) does not appear collective systemic behavior.
target. Thc facf that rwo or more fo an efieroal reference (but do not to be capable in its€f of regulating Cortttrttuication botlt to and from an qtemal If bidirectional communication can take place with an external refereucg then thc onlv remaining mechanism that could be introduced is for the exteroal refereoce to scrve as a channsl (intrapersonal communication via the efiernal element). The pcsible variants reduce to closed, random, and open processes with the external clcmenr simplv serving as the communication medium.
Cottsertatteity witlt art ertemal reference. Commonaliry of programming benveen system components and an extrasystemic reference reduccs to two cases. The case where what is held in common rvith an external refercncc b ako shared programming among components of the system reduces to a synchronous rqimc, since a svnchronous regime is simply one in rvhich collective behaviol i5 66s'din^red.by commonaliry of programming among components of the s.vstem ratbcr than by i-utercomponent communication.
The remaining case, in rvhich components of thc ryllco bara programming in common with an external reference but ttot with erch dra,'6 eko a form of synchronous regulation. This could serve as 6 slegfuanism of coordinrbo mly wheu the description or programming for a collective activity can be partitioocd into noo-ovcrlapping subsets. Each component can hold a different segment of thc cclbctire progran in common with the extrasystemic reference, thus fulfilling the requireocar for having oo programming in common rvith other components, while meking pGsDlc osdinalsd action. (For a simplified example, consider each of severa.l r)"ists gircs part of this manuscript to type. The resuiting activity cen therebv be coordinated within-thc 'tvpist s1'srem." produling a single coherent(?) document, even without connnair-rbo amoog the tloists and without overlap in the "program" given to eacb-)
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Family Sciencc Rrrir Thus, the possibilities of extrasystemic coordination of collective behavior all reduce to ueisio.rs of^the n.J-ro* regimes, all but one of them comprising synchronous regulation.
The finiteness of the dialectic sequence on R In an alternative analysis that permits "eKernal control," does the sequence stop.at R,? If R4 becom", u ,"giio" that incorporates coordination by mechanisms beyond the ."1i"-^iir!rf.;;;; d;?i"""rviir has'been introduced rgguiring a shift to include the .i#;;,"-l-fl *" "t" ^it"-ptitg to exhaust the possibilities for ways..in whjgh any ;ffi.-o.i-.f,11""ri""1"itu"io, .uo bl generated in human systems, regardless of how it arises, then we must, ;il;;;tlempo."a.iiy, consider R6 to be 31 e;emple and continue'
Here there is added uncertainfy about how constrained the assumptioqs are about the soecific nature of co*munication between system componelts and the external ;;"r"J; ;;^(";;;t"d;,whether.there are one ot more external references)' -Is the "ttiifr"rii tof n 1u 'iuniversal internal regime" based. on internal feedback and pi"J.*t-itg) a ,y.te." .eguiated by comiunication of any Jorm with an external source? Or is the t"q"iri"--iiitt"ri.'a system regulated by only deviation attenuating communication from the external source?
The cases considered in the previous section do not replesent new regimes quufituti".fy aiiti".t from R1 through R4, but io *I.t3s?,whether Ttl-lt^:j"111"1:111
Juentualy ieaches a synthesls that includes all possible intrasystemig 349! eKrasystemtc ;";"[.ti mechanisms based on any form of communication among-sy1:f.:?:Lp"t?1': or"*itl the suprasystem, as well as atty co--ooality of programminC'
Sitlly: *,t -t l,? ,yrt"-R, * / aunnot, as the antithesis, rely on any of these mechanisms' As all comblnatron. o, .o-*uoication and programming within and without the system have u""".ou"'"dR,+lcanonlybe0,non-systemor'systemicallyspeaking,theemprySet.
In short, the sequence generated by successive applications of,V e.v3ntr1a1Y:*s.'ll *iirr"li..'ri*r"i"j;;:-I"'; r"., The issue of where the sequence ends is resolved simply by-taking the domain of the theory to be the organizational bases of all possible forms of.self'regulafed systems (sVstems where the rrl..i"oir*t accounting for coherent collective behavior are internal)' il;;A,;;-h " -"0"i would be universal] since,any possibilities introduced by adding external controls ur" .ou"rla by the simpler theory merely by changing-the unit .of ;;;-ly* to ir.ctuae the "externali' elemenf within the system boundary. Whereas the ;h;61" systemic f"u"f oi of boundary is.alygls corsidered to be arbitrary in general svstems theorV, such a redefinition is admissible. Therefore, if the theory exha r'qts. the ;";;; "T r"ii-?"g"t"ted systems, cases involving external control.are also covered, since defining a ,,nerv,,*system tirat inclucles any "extJrnal" control makes it a self-regulating ry"""t?fr., o"" l""ufti.ft a[ the controls ire internal). Tlot,Yth \s -i]{}-o "d^*d; 'n: iie"t"gy is complete, covering all possible forms of self-regulated systems. As R6 rs "obn-r!it"-," only R, adds anyhing to the theory' synt ;ffi;;t*; i;;;ffiG'(;"ihing uot chance), which, synthesized with anvthing, gives that Farnily Science Review
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Because of how they were constructed, the taxons or "t)?es" in the typolory represent extreme points or limiting or ideal cases of variants in the mechanis65 Sy which family systems can be organized. The nature of the dialectic maximizes the difference or conceptual or qualitative "distance" berween r.vpes. Fiquratively, the five paradigms and the regimes they model represent boundar-v posts marking the outer borders of a conceptual territorv covering variation in familv stvle. The dialectic assures that they are approximately evenly spaced around the border. It must be recognized that the typology of five paradigms is complete and closed in a specific sense applying to the giygl dgpain of variation within the objective of identi$ing ma:rinally aistinit types within this domain. The domain of this model is the wap h which families, considlied as systems, can organize and manage their collective proc€ss Obviously, r,vpologies with any mrmber of types may constructed over this same dsnein if one is prepared to alando1 the objective of maximal divergence in the characteristics of r.vpes. Any number of additionai boundary posts may be erected befween the posts for rhe five paradigms or scattered within the territory. Such more elaborate fypologies may possibly add useful detail. However, the basic paradigmatic typology can be regardcd as a rnore elementary conceptual framework within which others may be developcd or interpreted.
It is equally obvious that families can be characterized in terms of many different facets or aspects of interactive and organizational style, and thc sclection of other dimensions or factors can and will yield different tvpologics Howetlr, it should also be noted that rvork within the paradigmatic framework suEEests tha many of the other laryily variables of interest covary or a-re interrelated with tanilt pardip (Kantor and Lehr, \975; Constantine, 1986; .
For the sake of discussion, a term is needed for thc hypo&cricat regime and corresponding paradigm for Rr. Two candidates suggest thc-rech,Es-The 'universal" mechanism of R, suggests the term ought to be 'pan-' sooahing As will be argued below, an emergent focus of this paradigm is concerncd wirb inicgrared or univErsal knowledge or knowing" "Pansophy" refers to universal kDfllcd3g or unirersal wisdom. "Pantology" is a term in philosophy related to epistemologr, bcing'a sys.tematic view of all human knorvledge." There is, as will be clear, an episiioologir:l asp€ct or focus to the paradigm, but one should be duly hesitant to employ sch-en orrcr used and oft abused term to a new purpose. Epistemology, being the ;"ry of tDc,ing, may also be too "process" oriented. The term "pansophic" will b€ urcd hcrc. ?ansophic," being allinclusive, forms an appealing pairing with "open" that pare&b tlc p.mli of ;open;with "closed." Just as "random" and "synchronous" ale complcoay--p"t^t witl respect to time and "closed" and "open" refer similarlv to specc a bo;di with respeci to knowledge or. knowing, "op€n" connotes -unfinishef inpltt hicil but open-ended knorvledge, while "pansophic" is complete and all embreci-CHARACTERISTICS OF A PANSOPHIC PARADIGIT AI{D REGIME The pansophic paradigm represented by the fpru \ must synthesize certain opposites: process orientation with stasis or n-Foct1 pe.otemporality with aternporality. In addressing these opposires, somethiq E GrcrgEs Paralleis can be drarvn from 1[s 6e13rli:lcttitJ &irrin of rhe frst four paradigms. To revierv: The close.d par,adigm has fu lpd d rrbitity or continuity, hence it vaiues tradition and authoriry. The randm prrb b tb goa of variety oi changg and values creativity and autonomy. Canprsi tD & 6sea it exhibits, therefore,-instability and discontinuiry. Note thl tb dlg tgr< fall within the domain of time. The open paradigm has the goal of aLr.ret;Jfuch mav be tlougli oi es u-ithin tb porver domair ff:ffiffi i'"l*'n'$n n6*g#*w*n,r**:a,n urtr*wff*n$u* ffi *$$e*T Fanrily Science Review complicated. The price of its synthesis may be viewed as the final sacrfice of chance and simplicity.
The synthesis of open communication and slmchronous consentaneity may be viewed from two sides. First, the pansophic system "talks out its synchrony," that is, its process is oriented not to solving problems at hand but is focused on building and sustaining the deep coincidence of internal maps necessary for effective synchrony. Such a system can be contrasted with both an open and a synchronous one by examining its behavior when confronted by a potentially disabling problem. Where the synchronous regime diminishes communication and fails back on pre-existing consentaneity, the pansophic regime would increase communication in an effort to build consentaneity. Where the open system seeks to solve the problem through consensual decision making, the pansophic system would seek to rebuild consentaneity on a larger domain; problem resolution follows, then and only then, from an expanded consentaneiry.
We would anticipate that the domain of greatest interest to the participants in a pansophic regime wouid be the domain of knowledge and knowing in the broadest sense, not merely information, but understanding and insight. Members'world viervs and their convergence with the system's actual coutext emerge as the principal prioriry, not epiphenomena or occasional concerns as they might be in the communication processes of an open _r9gime. The open regime says, "Let's sit down and work something out." The pansophic regime says, "Let's understand each other." A failure to solve a problem within the open paradigm is viewed as a failure in the process, hence open regimes rvork harder on a problem when it remains unsolved. within the pansophic paradigm, a failure to resolve a problem would be seen as a failure in mutual understanding, hence a pansophic regime would meet failure by turning from the problem to build and expand understanding of each other's worldviews and the fit with the environment of the problem. Open assumes: "If we just hash this problem through loog enough rve rvill generate a solution that is mutually satisfactory.' Pa''sophic 2qsumes: "If rve each incorporate a full and comprehensive understanding of the other's real understanding, a satisfactory and mutually agreeable solution will follow immediarely and auromarically." (Io this sense, the pansophic regime synthesizes the &awn-out consensual problem-solving process of open regimes and the "instantaneous' or "automatic" decision-making of synchronous regimes.)
Looking at.the-other side of the synthesis of open communication and svnchronous consentaneify, the function of the achieved consentaneiry is oot, as in a sl'nchronous system,, agreement and harmony per se, but rather ultimate fit with the patterns, constrfits, and features of the system and its environment. The 'fit' sought by ihe open Ieqrme is based-on problem-solving efficacy; the "fif of inrerest ro rhe paisspiric .egi-e is isomorphy of worldview with the world viewed (whicb of course, sen,es botli the agreement needed for the consentaneous harmony of the s,rnchronous and the adaptive effectiveness of the open regime). This focus is "meta" to both open and svnchronous paradigmatic concerns. The open paradigm is interested in ttri fit rhat "works," in heuristic validity, in "proof in praxis." If a theory leads to effective acrion it is "valid" within the open paradigm. The "fit" of interest within the s,rmchronous paradigm is the match between members' maps. By making the criterion one of coincidence of shared internal maps with the structure of systemic and environ-ental features, the pansophic paradigm assures that the criteria of iaterest wirhin both open and svsnchronous paradigms are automatically incorporated, hence there is a true-synthesis.
The synchronous regime, interested in fit primarily in the sense of fit among member's rvorldviews, says, 'what counts is that we 5ss things the same rvav." The open] being mainly interested in fit rvith the problem d66ain, says, 'What coutris is that irow communication in the pansophic-regime can be thought of as principally a process of ongoing r"in.ution.t;;';;'"J;f i"1!ni";t"L"togqe: I the svstem itself in relation to irs environ*"o, uod f;';"il*ri * und iodiuiJud midek of itself and its environment' The pansophi" systeii..U"Ji"r-i6elf, is involved in the very. process of corporealizing its collective urro"rriurii-i'g ir, 1t. ,uuryrr"-.'""Jtl"ir collective behavior' As this process deals with ,h:^r;',;;t j";";;;;;;J*orld views, the svstem reifies its orvn ibst.act formutations-#".C;i; -a "otu.i.[-i"-i"utity'
As.it both builds and uses this joint *oa"t7*orii ? ;-i;l;g[". t# Guavior is' a reihcation of its theorv'
Reflexively, its trreJrJ, ur"'uuilt rro." .t]"av o] lir o*o internal interactions and interactions with its environment' FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Empiical questiotts
The foregcing discussion must be regarded as entirely inferential or speculative' No one has ever ,""""ulut*pfri.
fu-ifyior at least no one has knowingly seen one' which is rhe same thid fl;".'Jp';;.;;ilil*..-to rtft""" years of clinical experience' no family has manifesied enough.of tUe paosophic.values o^r^-cchanisms for these to draw the aurhor,s urt"iiion. bi tf,e othei-hand^, this was precisely the "state of the art" a decade ago when tn" ,v*rtr"r"us p^."aig--i"uintst l4rpothesized' once clinicians tearned whar ro f""r. i"rli'r;^i]f],,',-f"*ii"t U"g* to 6e .ecogttited as a smail but ilffi;";6;rl of the clinical caseload' such,,clinical evidence" is of little or no scientific value in establishins the existance of a sysremic rype, since the processes. ;-i;;,.uu1 hopelesslv coitaminate the investigarive process. "'b" ,it" oitte, haod,"; G d"i*ing featuies of synchronous resimes and their quoili; ;unir"r-t-utiorrr'truu" t"r" elab-orated and refined, it has beiome progr"s.iu"li:;;r";;;ifi;;*tt"t" cases and to make clinicallv useful predictions. Perhaps the same experience will follow with "pansophic" systems' Family Science Rwievr
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It is also possible that the complexity of a pansophic system is so high and the likelihood of development so low, that they are necessariiy extreme rarities. In retrospect, it may be possible to classily a few instances of long-term friendships as containing substantial elements of the pansophic "talking synchrony," but this is only the author's personal impression.
Regarding measurement issues, some progtess has been made in paper-and-pencil measures of synchronous operation. A "consentient style" scale with reasonabie psychometric properties has been developed (Constantine, Guise, ard Okun, 1988) as an addendum to the three family style scaies (authoritarian, laissez-faire, and democratic) in the Colorado Self-Report Measure of Family Functioning (Bloom, 1985) .
Current work on the assessment of family paradigm and regime has been informed by a new conceptualization (Constantine, 1988) . There is a properr.v that is maximal in the pure form of each paradigm/regime and that is entirely absent in the pure forms of all the others. This sure Eta non of each taxon may be called the toxottontic vector because it establishes the taxonomic identity of a paradigm /regSme in an arbitrary space of attributes and properties (Constantine, 1988) . The taxonomic vectors for the lust four regimes have been tentatively worked out. For the closed regime, lierarchy or hierarchical organization is the taxonomic vector; the closed regime depends integrally on a hierarchy of authority for its regulation, while none of the others, in pure form, are hierarchically organized. For random systems, the taxonomic vector 'rs divergent or autonomous sohttion, that is, the ability of the system to accept independent, separate, unrelated activity as a resolution to collective problems. (In the random regime, it is inherently acceptable for each member to go off and do his or her 'own thing.") The defining feature unique to the open regime k its reflective process, its ongoing dialogue exploring its own structures. For the synchronous regime, reliance on consentaneity constitutes its taxonomic vector.
It is important both theoretically and empirically to work out what constitutes a taxonomic vector for the pansophic paradigm. At this writing work on that question is only beginning.
Tlrcoretical Issues
One of the features of the paradigmatic framework is that it establishes isomorphies and homeomorphies among diverse theoreticai and empirical models (Constantine, 1977) . For example, a transform can be defined that maps the four psychopolitical positions in Kantor and Lehr's model of interpersonal process into the four regimes and vice versa (Constantine, L916; 1986 ); this in turn can be used to establish a mapping into Satir's (L972) defended communication sryles, which has been empirically tested (Constantine, 1980) . Similarly, the four extremal variants in Olson's circumplex model can be mapped into the four regimes (Constantine,lW; 1983) .
The introduction of a fifth paradigm \r,'reaks havoc with ttrese mappings, all of which rest in some degree on a dual dichotomy or an iuray in cartesian 2-space. (The single exception might be Satir's model, rvhich has an explicit, oon-defended, fifth variant.)
Another important matter is the complete relationship of the hypothesized pansopiric paradigm to the other paradigms. [n addition to their dialectical interrelationships, the first four regimes (and many of their theoretical homeomorphs) can be modeled in a multi-dimensional space (Cons [ssrins, 1988) . Where rvould a fifth paradigm go? How is the pansophic related in terms of the dimensions of the paradigmatic map? Alrhougj of familv ..rgr many more q
